History of original corner establishment:

Corner set by William Anderson, Tillamook County Surveyor, in February, 1951.

Description of corner evidence found:

1" pipe 3" above ground from which

A 16" lodge pole pine brs N9W 34.9 ft; scibing pitched over but just visible; F.S. tag good

An 11" fir brs S1E 27.7 ft; face heeled over; tag good

A 14" lodge pole pine snag brs S78W 22.9 ft; scribed S1/16 (error) BT New tag

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

Set a 30" iron pipe with brass cap mkd T 3 S R 10 W
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Placed original pipe along side brass cap.

Placed a 6' steel post west of corner with F.S. boundary sign facing north

Placed a 6' steel post north of corner with F.S. boundary sign facing west.

Painted red band around each BT

No new BT's.
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